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M ODULAR PROPERTIES OF MATRIX COEFFICIENTS OF 
COREPRESENTATIONS OF A LOCALLY COMPACT QUANTUM  GROUP
MARTIJN CASPERS, ERIK KOELINK
A b s t r a c t . Using a quantum  group version of the Plancherel theorem, we derive orthogonal­
ity relations for matrix coefficients of corepresentations of a locally compact quantum  group. 
Moreover, we prove tha t the modular operator and the modular conjugation tha t appear in 
the Tomita-Takesaki theorem can be expressed in terms of these m atrix coefficients. A s a 
consequence, the modular autmorphism group of a unimodular quantum  group can be ex­
pressed in terms of matrix coefficients. A s an example, we make this expression precise for 
the quantum  group analogue of the normaliser of SU ( 1,1) in S L (2, C).
1. I n t r o d u c t io n
The definition of locally compact quantum  groups has been given by Kustermans and Vaes 
[12], [13] at the tu rn  of the millenium, and we use their definition of locally compact quantum 
groups in this paper. We stick mainly to the von Neumann algebraic setting [13]. Since 
the introduction of quantum  groups in the 1980ies and their theoretical development, many 
results known in the theory of groups have been generalised to quantum  groups in some 
setting. In particular, the theory of compact quantum  groups has been settled satisfactorily 
by Woronowicz establishing a analogues of the Haar measure and the Schur orthogonality 
relations for m atrix elements of corepresentations analogous to the group case, see [18] and 
references given there. In particular, in the Kustermans-Vaes approach to locally quantum  
groups there is a well-defined notion of dual locally compact quantum  group. Moreover, 
the double dual gives back the original locally compact quantum  group. In the dual locally 
compact quantum  group we have suitable m atrix elements of corepresentations occurring the 
left regular corepresentation associated to the multiplicative unitary W.
In his thesis [2, §3.2] Pieter Desmedt has generalised the Schur orthogonality relations for 
compact quantum  groups to orthogonality relations for m atrix elements of square integrable 
irreducible corepresentations of locally compact quantum  groups. Desmedt’s results in this 
direction have also been obtained by Buss and Meyer [1], In particular, Desmedt shows 
th a t there exist so-called Duflo-Moore operators for each square integrable corepresentation 
encoding the orthogonality relations for the m atrix coefficients. The orthogonality relations 
are with respect to the left and right Haar weight. Moreover, he proves an analogue of the 
Plancherel theorem for locally compact quantum  groups following the classical proof as in e.g. 
Dixmier [5, §13-18],
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The first goal of the paper is to extend the orthogonality relations to orthogonality relations 
for direct integrals of m atrix elements of corepresentations occurring in the left regular corep­
resentation involving the analogues of Desmedt’s Duflo-Moore operators for all the corepresen­
tations occurring in the Plancherel measure. This can be obtained from Desmedt’s analogue 
of the Plancherel theorem for locally compact quantum  groups, and for this reason we recall 
Desmedt’s Plancherel theorem in Theorem 2.1. For our purposes a slight generalisation is 
needed. The generalisation also involves a Plancherel measure for the right Haar weight and 
their interrelation, see Theorem 2.3. Then we prove the generalised orthogonality relations for 
m atrix coefficients of irreducible corepresentations in Theorem 3.6 assuming some technical 
conditions on the locally compact quantum  group comparable to the conditions in the group 
case [5].
In the definition of a locally compact quantum  group the Haar weights and their modular 
properties play an im portant role. The orthogonality relations suggest th a t modular properties 
of direct integrals of the m atrix coefficients of corepresentations of a locally compact quantum  
can be expressed in terms of the corresponding operators of Duflo-Moore type. We give the 
polar decomposition of the second operator (4.1) as in the Tomita-Takesaki theorem for a 
general locally compact quantum  group satisfying the conditions of the Plancherel theorem, 
see Theorem 2.1. In the case of a unimodular locally compact quantum  group, we obtain 
an explicit expression for the action of the modular automorphism group on m atrix elements 
of corepresentations. This result is presented in Theorem 4.8. As a consequence we relate 
unimodularity and traciality of the left and right Haar weight for the locally compact quantum 
group and its dual.
Next we calculate the modular conjugation and the modular automorphism group for the 
case of the locally compact quantum  group associated with the normaliser of S '[ / ( l , l )  in 
S L ( 2,C) introduced in [9] and further studied in [6], where the explicit decomposition of the 
left regular corepresentation is presented. In Appendix A we prove th a t this examples satisfies 
the conditions of the Plancherel theorem. We calculate the Duflo-Moore operators for almost 
all corepresentations in the decomposition of the left regular corepresentation. Desm edt’s 
results [2, §3.5] on the Duflo-Moore operators for the discrete series corepresentations are 
obtained in a simpler fashion, and we extend the result to all corepresentations occurring in 
the left regular corepresentation. Finally, in Appendix A we collect some prerequisites for 
the integral decomposition of tensor products of unbounded operators and we prove th a t the 
example of Section 5 satisfies the conditions of the Plancherel theorems.
C o n v en tio n s  a n d  n o ta tio n . For results on weight theory on von Neumann algebras our 
main reference is [17]. If p  is a weight on a von Neumann algebra M,  we use the standard 
notation A =  {x  G M  \ p(x*x)  <  oo} and A i ^  =  Af^Aftp, AA^ = A4v fl M +. erf denotes the 
modular automorphism group of p.
The definition of a locally compact quantum  group we use is the one by Kustermans and 
Vaes [12], [13]. We briefly recall their notational conventions, see also [11], [18]. Let (M, A) 
be a locally compact quantum  group, where M  denotes the von Neumann algebra and A the 
comultiplication. So A is normal ^-homomorphism A : M  —>• M  ® M  satisfying (A 0 t ) A  =  
(i ® A) A, where i denotes the identity. Moreover, there exist two normal semi-finite faithful
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weights ip, tfj on M  so tha t
p ( { o j  ® t ) A ( x ) )  =  <p(x) uj(1 ) ,  V oj £  V x  £  (left invariance),
^ ( ( ¿ ® a ; ) A ( x ) )  =  i f } ( x )u } ( l ) ,  V oj £  M + , V x  G (right invariance).
</? is the left Haar weight and tfj the right Haar weight. (Hv , A, 7rv ) and (H^,T, t t ^)  denote 
the GNS-constructions with respect to the left Haar weight <p and the right Haar weight tfj 
respectively. W ithout loss of generality we may assume th a t H v = H^ and M  C B ( H V). The 
operator W  G 13(11^ ® H v) defined by W* (A(a) ® A(&)) =  (A ® A) (A (b) (a ® 1)) is a unitary 
operator known as the multiplicative unitary. It implements the comultiplication A(x) =  
W*{ 1 ® x ) W  for all x  G M  and satisfies the pentagonal equation lVi2^Vi3 ^V23 — lV2 3^Vi2 in 
Bi^Htp ® ® Htp). In [12], [13], see also [11], [18], it is proved th a t there exists a dual locally
compact quantum  group (M , A), so th a t (M, A) =  (M, A).
A unitary corepresentation U of a von Neumann algebraic quantum  group on a Hilbert space 
H  is a unitary element U G such th a t (A ®l)(U)  =  U1 3 U23 G M ® M ® B ( H ) ,  where
the standard leg-numbering is used in the right hand side. A closed subspace L  C H  is an 
invariant subspace for the unitary corepresentation U if preserves L  for all oj G M*.
A unitary corepresentation U in the Hilbert space H  is irreducible if there are only trivial (i.e. 
equal to {0} or the whole Hilbert space H)  invariant subspaces. If U\ is a corepresentation on 
a Hilbert space Hi  and U2 is a corepresentation on a Hilbert space H 2, then U\ is equivalent 
to U2 if there is a unitary map T : Hi —> H 2, such th a t (l ® T )Ui = U2(l ® T). We use the 
notation IC(M ) for the equivalence classes of irreducible, unitary corepresentations of (M, A).
(MU, A U) denotes the universal dual and (MC, A C) denotes the reduced dual C*-algebraic 
quantum  groups [10]. The dual weights are denoted by <pu and for (Mu, A u) and <pc 
and ipc for (Mc, A c). Similarly, we have GNS-constructions (Hip, k<pu,'K<pu) and 
for (MU, A U) and (Hv , k (pc, and (H^,  for (MC, A C). Recall th a t without loss of
generality we may assume th a t H v equals H^.
By IR(M U) and IR(M C) we denote the equivalence classes of irreducible, unitary represen­
tations of M u and M c respectively. We recall from [10] tha t there is a bijective correspondence 
between IR (M U) and IC(M ) and th a t IR(M C) is contained in IR(M U)-
W  denotes the multiplicative unitary associated with M.  For oj G M* we define A (a;) =  
(a; ® t ) { W )  G M .  We set
X = {oj £ M* | A(x) 1 y oj(x *),x  £ Ntp is a continuous functional on H^} .
X  is dense in M* [12, Lemma 8.5]. By the Riesz representation theorem, for every oj £ X  one 
can associate a unique vector denoted by £(u;) such th a t (£(u;), A(x)) =  oj(x *). The set £(u;), 
oj £ X, is dense in Hv [12, Lemma 8.5]. Then the dual weight (p on M  is the weight defined 
by the GNS-construction A(u;) 1—> £(oj). This GNS-construction of M  is denoted by A. All 
these definitions have right analogues.
XR = {oj £ M* | T(x) 1 y oj(x *),x £ A i s  a continuous functional on H^} .
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For oj G Z r ,  there is a vector ^ r {oj) such th a t (£r (uj),  r ( x ) )  =  oj(x *). The set £r(u;), oj G Z r ,  
is dense in Hv . Then the dual weight rtp on M  is the weight defined by the GNS-construction 
A (a;) i  ^ This GNS-map of M  is denoted by f .
For a  G M*, we denote a  G M* for the functional defined by a(x) = a(x*). Define 
Ml = {a G M* | 39 G M* : (0 0  i){W) = {a ® ¿)(W/ )*} . It can be shown [10] th a t for every 
ol G Mj there is a unique 9 G M* such th a t (9 0 ¿)(W/ ) =  (a  0 ¿)(W/ )* and 9 is determined by 
9(x) = a ( S ( x ) ) , x  G T>(S), where S  is the unbounded antipode of (M, A). We will write a* 
for this 9.
Basic results on direct integration can be found in [4], For direct integrals of unbounded 
operators we refer to [15]. If X  is a standard measure space with measure fi, we use the 
notation (H u)uex  or simply (Hu)u  for a field of of Hilbert spaces Hu  over X .  If (Hu)u  is a 
measurable field of Hilbert spaces we denote its direct integral by J H u d f i ( U ) .  Similarly we 
add subscripts to denote fields of vectors, operators and representations.
Let H  be a Hilbert space. We define the inner product to be linear in the first entry and 
anti-linear in the second entry. We denote the Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H  by 
Recall th a t -02 ( ii)  is a Hilbert space itself, which is isomorphic to H  0 H , the isomorphism 
being given by £ 0  r j : h i—> (h, r))£. Here H  denotes the conjugate Hilbert space. We denote 
vectors in H  and operators acting on H  w ith a bar. For ^,rj G H  the normal functional 
on B ( H )  is defined as u ^ v(A) = (A£,r)). The domain of an (unbounded) operator A  on H  
is denoted by T>(A). The symbol 0 denotes either the tensor product of Hilbert spaces, the 
tensor product of operators or the von Neumann algebraic tensor product. It will always be 
clear from the context which tensor product is meant.
2. P l a n c h e r e l  T h e o r e m s
The classical Plancherel theorem for locally compact groups [5, Theorem 18.8.1] has a 
quantum  group analogue, which has been proved by Desmedt in [2], This section recalls 
part of Desmedt’s Plancherel theorem and elaborates a bit on minor modifications of this 
theorem which tu rn  out to be useful for explicit computations in Section 5. Since [2] is 
unpublished, we provide the reader with some sketches of Desmedt’s proofs in order to give a 
better understanding of how the results can be obtained.
For two unbounded operators A  and B,  we denote A  ■ B  for the closure of their product.
T h e o re m  2.1 (Desmedt [2, Theorem 3.4.1]). Let (M, A) be a locally compact quantum group 
such that M  is a type I  von Neumann algebra and such that M u is a separable C*-algebra. 
There exist a standard measure n on IC (M ); a measurable field (Hu)u  of Hilbert spaces, a 
measurable field (Du)u of self-adjoint, strictly positive operators and an isomorphism Q l  of 
H v onto J® B2 (Hu)d[j,(U) with the following properties:
(1) For all a  G Z and ¡x-almost all U G IC (M ); the operator (a 0  ¿)([/)-D^1 is bounded 
and (a  0  l)(U) ■ D ^ 1 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H v .
(2) For all a, ¡3 G Z  one has the Parseval formula
{«a),«;?)) = f  Tr (((.if s  0(P ) ' Du 'Y  ( (« ® <)d0 ' Du ')) M U ) ,J  IC(M)
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and Ql is the isometric extension of
P® P CD
A ( A ( Z ) )  —> /  B 2(H u)d i i (U )  : £ ( a ) ^  /  (a ® i){U) • D ~ l dn(U) .
JlG(M) JlG(M)
We just give a sketch of the proof, following Desmedt [2]. The theorem is basically obtained 
as a corollary of the following auxiliary result. We denote IR(A) for the set of equivalence 
classes of irreducible unitary representations of a C*-algebra A.  For the definition of an 
approximately KMS-weight on a C*-algebra we refer to [12]. If (M, A) is a locally compact 
quantum  group, then the Haar weights of M u are approximately KMS, see [13].
T heorem  2.2 (Desmedt [2, Theorem 3.4.5]). Let A  be a separable C*-algebra with lower 
semi-continuous, densely defined, approximately KMS-weight <f> such that n ^ A ) "  is a type I  
von Neumann algebra. Then there exists a positive measure n on IR(A),  a measurable field 
of Hilbert spaces {Ka)a, a measurable field (7ra)a of representations of A  on K a such that ira 
belongs to the class a for every a G IR(A),  a measurable field (Da)a of self-adjoint, strictly 
positive operators and an isomorphism V  of H^ onto K a ® K ad/i(a) with the following
properties:
(1) For all x  G Af,j> and almost all a G IR(A),  the operator na(x )D ~ 1 is bounded and 
7ra(x) ■ D ~ l is Hilbert-Schmidt.
(2) For all a,b G Af# one has the Parseval formula
(A* (a), A* (6) )= f  T r ( ( b - D - ly ( a - D ~ l) ) d ^ ) ,
JIR(A)
and V  is the isometric extension of
r® ___  ƒ•©
A ^ (A ^ )  ->• / K„  ®  K adn( ( j ) : A ^ x )  ^  / 7ra (x)  ■ D ~ l d/i{a).
JIR(A) JIR(A)
Sketch of the proof following [2], Since t t ^ A ) "  is type I, it is of the form J B ( K a)dja(a) 
where n  is a measure on the measure space X  and (Ka)a is a field of separable Hilbert spaces 
[16, Ch V, Theorem 1.27]. Therefore i r ^A)"  has a canonical trace t = ©raTrra ® f x  dfi, 
where X n contains all a G X  such th a t K a is of dimension n  and Trra is the trace on the 
n-dimensional Hilbert space (n = oo is allowed). Note tha t the GNS-space with respect to t 
is given by j B 2 (Ka)dfj,(a) and Aft equals the Hilbert-Schmidt operators in 7r^(A)//.
Now by [19] there is a self-adjoint strictly positive operator D  which is affiliated with n ^ A ) "  
such <p =  t o - 2, see [19] for the definition of the W*-lift <p and the weight i ^ - 2- Then by [15, 
Theorem 1.8], D  has a direct integral decomposition D  =  D adfi(a) .  Let Af~ denote the 
set of y  G i r ^ A ) "  such tha t y D _1 is bounded and y  ■ D ~ l G Aft- From the first section of [19] 
one finds th a t Af~ is a core for A^. Hence we have A ^(y )  =  A t (y ■ D ~ l ) =  f x  y a ■ D ~ l dfi{a).  
So for y  G Af~ the map
ƒ•©
A^(y) ^  /  y * -D - 'd f i ia ) ,
J x
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is an isometry. Desmedt proves th a t actually for any y  G and for almost all a G X , the 
operator yaD ~l is bounded and ya ■ D ~ l is Hilbert-Schmidt. Furthermore, for all y  G tt^ A ) "  ,
ƒ*© ƒ*©
(2 - i)  y  =  ^ ( y )  =  M y ) =  ^ tA y < r )d t i ( ( r )=  (yCT®  i ) ^ ( a ) .
J x  J x
Since 7T<f,(A) commutes with the diagonisable operators, we find from [16, Theorem IV.8.25] 
th a t there exists a measurable field of representations ((<t)<t of A  on B 2 (Ka) such th a t 7 =  
f x  ( adfi(a), and by (2.1) this implies tha t there exists a measurable field of representations 
7Ta from A  in K a such tha t, for all a G A, (a(a) =  7ra(a) ® 1 for almost all a. By the 
decomposition of 7^ ( A ) "  we find th a t 7r(J(A)// =  B ( K a), hence 7Ta(A)' =  C l for almost all 
a. Therefore, almost all ira are irreducible and [5, Lemma 8.4.1 (iii)] yields non-equivalence of 
almost all 7ra. Substracting a negligible set from X  we may assume th a t 7ra are non-equivalent 
and by [5, Proposition 8.1.8], it follows th a t <r 7r<j is a Borel map from X  to IR(A) which 
is injective. We extend fi under this correspondence to the whole IR(A), which proves the 
auxiliary theorem. □
Theorem 2.1 is now proved by choosing A  = M u and using the correspondence between 
IR(Mn) and IC(M ) [10] and the relations, see also [10],
7T(j ( (cj ® 0(V ) ) =  (u; ® t)(U<j) where a G IR(Mn) corresponds to Ua G IC(M ), 
(2 .2 )  V ’  , ,
5(a)) =  A ((w 0  !) (» ') )  =  ( (w S  i)(V)
Here Cpu is the left Haar weight on the universal dual quantum  group, and is the GNS- 
embedding with respect to this weight. For the definition of the unitary corepresentation
V G M c ® M u, we refer to [10].
Here fi is called the left Plancherel measure and Ql is called the left Plancherel transform. 
We will be dealing with the following analogue of the above theorem as well.
T heorem  2.3. Let (M, A) be a locally compact quantum group such that M  is a type-I von 
Neumann algebra and such that M u is a separable C*-algebra. There exist a standard measure 
Hr on IC (M ); a measurable field (K u )u  of Hilbert spaces, a measurable field (Eu)u of self- 
adjoint, strictly positive operators and an isomorphism Q r  of H^ onto J® B2 (Ku)du(U) with 
the following properties:
(1 ) For all a E I r  and f iR-almost  all U  G IC (M ); the operator  (a  ®  t ) { U ) E f f l is bounded  
and  (a  ® l ) (U)  ■ E ^ 1 is a Hilbert-Schmidt  operator on K v .
(2) For all a, ¡3 G XR one has the Parseval formula
= f  Tr (((;? 0  t)(V) ■ E ^ y  ((a  0  i)(U) • £(7‘)) dliR(U),
JlG(M)
and Q r  is the isometric  extension of
/ * ©  p CD
f  (A(X)) ^  /  B2 (Hu)diiR(U) : £R(a*) ^  (a  ® i){U) • E „ ldiiR{U).
J lC (M )  J l C (M )
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(3) The measure ¡jlr can be choosen equal to the measure n of Theorem 2.1 and the mea­
surable field of Hilbert spaces (K u )u  can be choosen equal to (H u )u , the measurable 
field of Hilbert spaces of Theorem 2.1.
The theorem can be obtained from the auxiliary Theorem 2.2 and using the relations be­
tween the right Haar weights tfj and the right Haar weight rtpu on the universal dual quantum 
group. We elaborate a bit on the th ird  statem ent. Since (pu and rtpu are both approximately 
KMS-weights on the universal dual M U1 their W*-lifts are n.s.f. weights so th a t [17, Theorem 
VIII.3.2] implies th a t the representations 7rv and are equivalent. Hence
(2.3) ^ .(M ,)"  =
The proof of Theorem 2.2 shows th a t the measures n  and v  together with the measurable fields 
of Hilbert spaces (Hu)u  and (K u )u  in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 arise from the direct integral 
decompositions of 7r<pu(Mu)" and t t ^ ( M u)", respectively. T hat is:
/ * C D  P CD
K0u(Mu)” = /  B ( H a)d/j(cr), ti^u{Mu)" = /  B ( K a)d/iR(a).
J x  J y
By (2.3) we may assume th a t n  =  ¡iRi X  =  Y  and (Hu)u  =  (Ku)u-  Furthermore, by (2.1) we 
have 7T$(y) = y  =  7r^,(y),Vy G M,  which shows th a t the correspondence between X  and the
measurable subspace IR(M U) is the same for 7 and 7r ^ .  This proves the th ird  statem ent of 
Theorem 2.3.
Here ¡i r  is called the right Plancherel measure and Qr is called the right Plancherel trans­
form. Since hr  may be chosen equal to fi, we will simply speak about the Plancherel measure 
H, without specifying left and right. Similarly, we identify (K u )u  with (H¡j)u-
R em ark 2.4. Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 remain valid when the assumption th a t M c is separable 
(universal norm) is replaced by the assumption tha t M r is separable (reduced norm) and 
the measure space IC(M ) is replaced by the measure space IR(M C). The proof is a minor 
modification of the proof of [2, Theorem 3.4.1], Here, IR(M U) can be replaced by IR(M C) and
V should be read as the multiplicative unitary W ,  see [10] for the definition of V. The proof 
of this modification can be obtained by using the following relations instead of (2.2)
® i)(Ua) where a G IR(M C) corresponds to Ua G IC(M ),
(2'4) =  Á ((u 0  t) (W)) = A 0C ((u 0 t ) ( W ) ) .
In [2, Theorem 3.4.8] Desmedt proves th a t the support of the left and right Plancherel measures 
equal IR(M C), which is in agreement with this observation.
R em ark 2.5. The corepresentations th a t appear as discrete mass points in the Plancherel 
measure correspond to the square integrable correpresentations in the sense of [1, Defini­
tion 3.2] or the equivalent definition of left square integrable corepresentations as in [2, Defi­
nition 3.2.29]. A proof of this can be found in [2, Theorem 3.4.10].
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3. O r t h o g o n a l i t y  r e l a t i o n s
We show th a t there exist orthogonality relations between m atrix coefficients of corepresen­
tations of a locally compact quantum  group (M, A). These orthogonality relations extend 
the known Schur orthogonality relations for compact quantum  groups as proved by Woronow- 
icz [21, Theorem 5.4], The result is a consequence of the Plancherel theorems. A theorem 
th a t gives precise information about the domains of the operators Du  and E v  arising in the 
Plancherel theorems is given.
N o ta tio n  3.1. The following conventions are made for Sections 3 and 4. (M, A) is a fixed 
locally compact quantum  group satisfying the conditions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. We set D = 
h c ( M )  DudfJ,(U), E  =  Eudfj,(U) and H  =  Hudfj,(U), where ¡i is the Plancherel
measure. All (direct) integrals are taken over IC(M ). In the proofs we omit this in the 
notation.
Lem m a 3.2. We have the following:
(1) Let x  E M , such that the linear map ƒ : A(A(X)) —>• C : £(o¡) i—> a(x*) is bounded. 
Then x  G V(A)  and ƒ (£(o¡)) =  (ck), A(a^)).
(2) Let x  G M , such that the linear map ƒ : r(A(X^)) —> C : £r(ck) i—> a(x*) is bounded. 
Then x  G V{Y) and ƒ (£r(ch)) =  (£ii(a ) > r ( x ) ) .
Proof. We prove the first statem ent, the second being analogous. The claim is true for x  G J\fv , 
since V (  A) =  J\fv and by definition (£(o¡), A(x)) =  ol(x *), for all a E X .  For arbitrary x  E M  
as in (1), let Xi E J\fv be a net converging <r-weakly to x, which exists since <p is semi-finite. 
The set {¿¡(o¡) | a E X }  is dense in Hv by [12, Lemma 8.5] and its subsequent remark. Hence, 
by the Riesz theorem, there is a v E H v such th a t for every a  G X
(f(a),A(:z¿)) =  a(x¡) ->■ a(x*) = {£(a),v).
Hence, A(x¿) converges weakly to v. Since A is closed with respect to the <r-weak topology 
on M  and the weak topology on H v , we have x  E V ( A) and A(x¿) converges weakly to 
v =  A(x).  □
Recall th a t J® B 2 (Hu )dn(U) ~  J® Hjj®Hjjdn{JJ). For r¡ =  J® rjud¡i{JJ),^ =  J® ^ud¡i{JJ) E 
H  the mesurable field of vectors (£[/ ®rjü)u is not necessarily square integrable. If it is square 
integrable, J® <g>rjüdfJ,(U) E /®  B 2 (Hu)dfj,(U).
From the above Plancherel theorems we derive the following useful lemma.
Lem m a 3.3. Let rj =  Vud¡i(U) E H  and £ =  £udfj,(U) E H  be such that rj E
V ( D ~ 1) and (&, ®fju)u is square integrable. Then IC(M ) 3 U i—>• (¿®a;?[/;D- iw )([/*) E M  is 
weak-* integrable with respect to ji and / IC(-M)(¿ ® uj^UtD- iVu)(U*)djj,(U) E and
®rjUdji{U)) = A (  Í  (l®u)£ Dui ){U*)dn{U)\ .
\J IC(M) /Q l (
Proof. For a  EX , Theorem 2.1 implies th a t
i u  ®rjudli{U))) = j { { a  ® i ) {U)D^1 ®rjU)nsdfi{U)
=  ƒ  ( a ® u ] D- i VUtt u ) ( U ) d n ( U ) .
The map T  : X —>• L 1(IC(M )), jj) : a  i—> ( l l  i—>■ (a  ® ujd- iw  ^ ( U ) ^  is continuous, since
ƒ < Ml ƒ < IMIP^ IIIICII-
Recall th a t X  is dense in M* [12, Lemma 8.5]. Therefore T  has a bounded extension to M*. 
Since integrating with respect to the measure fj, is a continuous functional on L 1(IC (M ),¡i), 
the map ƒ  {a ® u;D-1 £V)(U)dfiiJJ) determines a functional on M*. Hence there is
an element x  E M  =  (M * )*  such tha t o ;(x ) =  f  (a  0  wD- i for all a  G ,\/ . By 
definition x  is the weak-* (or Gelfand) integral ƒ  (l ® u;^ D- iVu)(U)dfj,(U), see [3, Section II] 
for more details. Now,
<£(«)> ƒ  £u ® W d v ( U ) ) )  = J ( a ® u D- i riu£u)(U)dfi(U)
= a { J { i ®  u D- iVuAu){U)d^i{U)) = a ( J ( l ® Vu){U*)d^{U)*),
so th a t by Lemma 3.2, J ( l ® u j D- imj)(U*)d/i(U) G 'P(A) =  A/"^ , and
QZ1 £u ®rfijdli{U)Sj  =  A ( ƒ  (t' ® UJtu,Dj}1m )(u *)dv(U)SJ .
□
R em ark 3.4. As in the proof of Lemma 3.3 we see th a t for £ =  J® £udfJ,(U) G H,  rj =  
J® r)udjJL{U) G H , the weak-* integral ƒ  (i ® uj^UtVU)(U*)dfj,(U) G M  exists, and for a  G M*,I /(a®^ C/,w)(f/)^ (f/)l < IM
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The previous lemma shows th a t QL* is an analogue of what Desmedt calls the (left) Wigner 
map [2, Section 3.3.1]. This map is defined as
B 2 {Hu) ->• H  : C ® V ^  A ( M w {i,)([i* )),
where U is a corepresentation on a Hilbert space Hu  th a t appears as a discrete mass point in 
the Plancherel measure, cf. the remarks about square integrable corepresentations at the end 
of Section 2. Desmedt uses this map to prove a preliminary version of his Plancherel theorems 
[2, Theorem 3.3.4], This map is also considered in [1, Page 203], where it is denoted by $. 
The next Lemma is the right analogue of Lemma 3.3, the proof being similar.
L em m a  3.5. Let rj = J ^ M^r¡udfj,(U) G H  and £ = J ^ M^CudfJ,(U) G H  be such that rj G 
V ( E ~ l ) and ( f r ® Vu)u is square integrable. Then IC(M ) 3 C/ i—>- (¿ 0 a ;?C/,Er7 V ) ( [ /) G M  ls
weak-* integrable with respect to fi. Furthermore, J IC(M)(¿ ® £ Af-4, and
í u  ® mJdji{U)) =  T (  f  ( ¿ 0  E-i )(ir)dn(U) \ .
\ J l C ( M )  /
Now we state the orthogonality relations between m atrix coefficients of corepresentations 
of (M, A). The result extends the known Schur orthogonality relations for compact quantum 
groups [21, Theorem 5.4] or [18, Proposition 5.3.8]. Furthermore, it extends the result by 
Desmedt [2, Theorems 3.2.16, 3.2.17, 3.2.38, 3.2.39], or Buss and Meyer [1, Theorems 3.10, 
3.11], in which the relations are proved for corepresentations th a t appear as discrete mass 
points in the Plancherel measure. Of course, most of the effort of proving Theorem 3.6 is 
contained in Desmedt’s Theorems 2.1 and 2.3.
T heorem  3.6 (Orthogonality relations). Let (M, A) be a locally compact quantum group, 
such that M u is separable and M  is a type I  von Neumann algebra. Let rj =  J® rqud/i(U) G H , 
£ =  I '9  £udfi(U) G H , r]1 =  J® ri'udfiiU) G H  and £' =  j® ^ d / i i U )  G H. We have the 
following orthogonality relations:
(1) Suppose thatrj,rj' G T>(D) and that (£u 0  Durju)u, (Cu 0  DuVu)u are square integrable 
fields of vectors, then
(3.1)
V ( ( / ^ S ƒ (''0w íí„,/[I)(í7*)í¡(i(í7)'j = ƒ  (Duriu.Dutiijïiÿj^ujd^U).
(2) Suppose that 7 7 ,  7 /  G T>(E) and that ( £ u  0 Euriu)u, ( C u  ®  E u V u ) u  are square integrable 
fields of vectors, then:
(3 -2)
^ ( ( / = ƒ (EuVu,Eu ri,u )(€u,€u )dn{U).
Here f  ( 1  0  u CutVU)(U)dfi(U), ƒ  (¿ ® u CutVU)(U*)dfi(U), ƒ  (¿ ® u}^trfv ){U)d^{U), 
ƒ (i(E)uj^utV,u)(U*)dfJ,(U) are defined in Lemma 3 . 3  and 3 . 5 .  The integrals are taken o v er lC (M ) .
Proof. We prove the first orthogonality relation. By Lemma 3.3, ƒ  (L<g>u}£u>r¡u)(U*)dfj,(U), ƒ  (¿0 
U)eu,Vu)(U*)d/jJ(U) G N<p and
=<A ( ƒ  ( i V ^ W M V ) )  .a ( ƒ (*®«to*)(P*W>*(P))>
= J (Ç[r 0  Dui/y.Çu »  Dirqii)di.i{U)
=  J { D j/r iv , D ir ig í)  {£[1 ■ £ u )d i¿ (U ) .
Part (2) follows similarly from Lemma 3.5. □
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In Theorem 3.6 we have focussed on the case ƒ  {i®oj^UíD- i Vu)iU*)d¡i iU)  G Afp. As observed 
in Remark 3.4 the element ƒ  (¿ ® o;?[/ D- iw )([/*)d/i([/) G M  exists for r¡ = j® r]ud/i(U) G 
H, £ = £udu(U) G H  and the next theorem investigates the consequences of f ( i  ®
T heorem  3.7. Let £ =  /® (M) ^ u d ^ U )  G H  be an essentially bounded field of vectors.
(1) Let r) = J ^ M^r]udfj,(U) G H  be such that / IC(M)(¿ 0  uj^UtVU)(U*)d¡j,(U) G Afv . Then, 
for almost every U in the support of (£u)u, we have r]u G V(Du) .
(2) Let r) =  r)udjjL{U) G H  be such that Jlc^ { i ® o j ^ u m ){U)diJL{U) G Af^. Then, for  
almost every U in the support of (£u)u,  we have r]u G V(Eu) .
Proof. We only give a proof of the first statement. Consider the sesquilinear form
q{r], rf) = ip ^ ƒ (¿ 0  u}ÍUíVu){U*)dfi{U)* ƒ (¿ 0  ^ UíVy){U*)dii{U)^ , g(r?) =  q(r¡, r¡),
r¡udfjL(U) | ƒ 0 0  u}ÍUtVU)(U*)dfjL(U) G A /^j .
q is a closed form on H.  Indeed, assume th a t rjn G converges in norm to rj G H  and
th a t q(r]n -  r]m) ->• 0. Then f ( i  0  üj^UíVn¡u)(U*)dfi(U) converges to f ( i  0  uj^UiVU)(U*)dfi(U) 
(j-weakly. By assumption A(ƒ (¿ 0  uj£UiVn u)(U*)dfi(U)) is a Cauchy sequence in norm. The 
(j-weak-weak closedness of A implies th a t ƒ  (l 0 u}£u>r¡u)(U*)dfj,(U) G 'P(A) =  A/"^ , so rj E T>(q) 
and A(ƒ (¿ 0 u^UtVn u)(U*)dfi(U)) converges to A(ƒ (¿ 0 u^UtVU)(U*)dfj,(U)) weakly. Since we 
know th a t A(ƒ (¿ 0 uj^UtV„ u)(U*)dfJ,(U)) is a actually a Cauchy sequence in the norm topology 
it is norm convergent to A(ƒ (¿ 0 u}£u>r¡u)(U*)dfj,(U)). This proves tha t q(r¡ — r¡n) —> 0.
Since (£u)u is a square integrable, essentially bounded field of vectors, ƒ  ® (E)f¡üdfj,(U) G 
B 2 (H).  By Lemma 3.3, T>(D) C T>(q), so th a t q is densely defined, q is symmetric and positive 
by its definition. By [8, Theorem VI.2.23], there is a unique positive, self-adjoint, possibly 
unbounded operator A  on H  such th a t q(r),r)') =  (Ar),Ar)') and V (A )  =  T>(q). By Theorem
3.6 we see th a t for r¡, r¡' G T>(D) we have ƒ  (Durju, Du'iu)\\íu\\2 dfiiJJ) =  (Arj, Arf). Since both 
A  and J® ||£[/||<i/¿(í7) are positive, self-adjoint operators this yields A  =  J® \\£u\\Dudfj,(U). In 
particular r¡u G V (D u)  for almost every U G supp {{£u)u) = {U  G IC(M ) | \\£u\\ ^  0}. □
4. M o d u l a r  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  m a t r i x  c o e f f i c i e n t s
In this section we work towards expressions for the modular automorphism group of the 
left and right Haar weight in terms of m atrix elements of corepresentations, culminating in 
Theorem 4.8. The m atrix coefficients of corepresentations are preserved under the modular 
automorphism group. The idea of proving this formula is to describe the polar decomposition 
of the conjugation operator T(x) i—> A(x*) ,x  G Af p^ fl Af* explicitly in terms of corepresen­
tations. Then, for a unimodular quantum  group, where T =  A, the modular automorphism 
group is implemented by the absolute value of this operator. In this section we keep the 
conventions made in Notation 3.1.
V(q) = I rj
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At this point we recall the relevant results from the theory of normal, semi-finite, faithful 
(n.s.f.) weights and their modular automorphism groups. This is contained in [17, Chapters 
VI, VII, VIII]. We emphasize th a t the notation sometimes differs from [17].
Consider the following two operators [17, Section VIII.3]
¿V,o : H^ p —> H^ p : r (x )  i—>• r ( x  ), x  £ N^p H A ,
So : ->■ H v : T(x)  ^  A(x*), x e M ^ n M * .
Both operators are densely defined and preclosed. We denote their closures by and S,
respectively. and S  correspond to and in [17, Section VIII.3, (13)]. We denote
i  ’ i
their polar decompositions by =  J V 2. By construction, and are the
modular conjugation and the modular operator appearing in the Tomita-Takesaki theorem. 
In particular, V^, implements the modular automorphism group o f , i.e.
(4.2) < r f M x ) )  = V $7 ty (:z )V /, x e M , t e R .
Furthermore, V ^ ,í  G M, is a homomorphism of the left Hilbert algebra T(Af^ fl A/^), i.e.
(4.3) v ; V 4 x ) v / r  (y ) = -/ivf.ri.r))!''!//} .
where iri(a)b = ab for a,b G r(A/^ Í1A ^). By [17, Section VIII.3, (11) and (29)] the modular 
automorphism group o f  is implemented by V, i.e.
(4.4) o f (x )  = V ax V ~ a , i  G M, í  G R.
We emphasize th a t in general V ü , t  G IR, fails to be a Hilbert algebra homomorphism of the 
left Hilbert algebra T(Af^ fl A/^). In case (M, A) is unimodular, we find th a t V =  V^, and 
V rt, í  G R, satisfies the relation (4.3). This fact will eventually lead to Theorem 4.8. However, 
we present the theory more general and do not suppose th a t (M, A) is unimodular until this 
theorem.
It turns out th a t the polar decomposition of S  can be expressed in terms of corepresentations 
by means of the Plancherel theorems. The polar decomposition of Ql o S  o Q j f  and the 
morphisms Ql and Qr  give the polar decomposition of S. Eventually this yields Theorems
4.6 and 4.7.
R em ark 4 .1 . For £ =  J® ^udniJJ) G H  and r¡ =  J® rjud¡i{JJ) G H,  and A  =  J® AjjdniJJ), 
B  =  J® Budfi(U)  decomposable operators on H , we will use (£,rj) G T>®(A,B) to mean 
£ e V ( A ) , r j  e V ( B ) ,  (Cu ® 'i]u)u is square integrable and ƒ*  ^u ® rqud/i(U) G 'D ( fe (Au ® 
Bu)dfj,(U)). For closed opeators A  and B  the set of J® £u®Vud¡J'(U) with (£u,Vü) G D®(i4,5) 
is a core for f e (Au  ® Bu)dfj,(U) by Lemma A.I. In particular this set is dense in J® Hu  ® 
Hud¡i{U). Let E be the anti-linear flip
ƒ•© ___  ƒ•© ___  ƒ•© ƒ•© __
E:  ƒ Hu  ® Hijdn(U)  —>• ƒ Hu  ® Hudn(U)  : ƒ £u ® Vudfi(U) ƒ rju ® £udfi(U).
E is an anti-linear isometry of J® Hu  ® Hudfi(U).
L em m a 4.2. For 77 = J ^ {M)Vud^(U),C = Jj®(M) Çud[i(U) G H, with (??,£) G V® (E~l , D)),  
we have Qr ( J i c ( m )  &  ® r]udfj,(UŸj G V{S)  and:
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(4.5) Q l o S  o  Q r  I / £u ® rjudn(U) I I /  E v  r]u ® Du£,udn(U)  J . 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5:
(4.6) Q r 1 ( ^ J  £ u ® W d t i ( U ) >J = T (^J(• '® Uiu,Eu1rnj)(u )d»(U'?j ■
By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 we obtain
ƒ ( ‘'® U E j 1m , tu ) ( u * ) d v ( U ) >J  G A / ^ n AT*. 
Hence, by (4.1), (4.6) and Lemma 3.3
Q l ° S o Q - 1 £ u ® r f r d i i { y ) ^  =  Q l  ( ^ J  {l ®  u i u E - i V u ) { U ) d i i { U ) * ^
E j j  rjij ®  D u ^ i j d ^ U )  I .
□
We are now able to give the polar decomposition of Q l  ° S  o Q ^  .
T h e o re m  4.3. Consider S q  := Q l  °  S  o Q ^ 1 as an operator on ® Hudfj,(U).
Then the polar decomposition of S q  is given by the self-adjoint, strictly positive operator 
h c ( M )  ® E ^ ldjjL{U) and the anti-linear isometry E.
Proof. Throughout this proof, let r¡ =  J® r]udfi(U) G H,  £ =  J® ^udfi(U) G H,  7/  =  
J® rj’j j d ^ U )  G H  and £' =  J® ^¡jdfi^J) G H  be such th a t {r¡u ® £u)u and (rju ® Cu)u are 
square integrable.
Assume (77, £) G V® (D }E ~ l ), (£ ',77') G V® (D}E ~ l ), so th a t by (4.5),
p® p CD
{J  ( & ® r j U W ( U ) , S Q J  (Cu ® Vu)d^(U)) = 
( f  i.íu ®mj)dn{U),  [  { E ^ li1lu ® D u^lu )dii{U)) = í { Íu ,E ¡ } lT1lu ){Du^lu ,Tlu)dii{U) =
(Eulíu,Vl'u)(í'u>DuVu)dn{JJ) = ( / (£u®r/u)dt*(U), (Durfr ® E^Çrfd^U)).
So S*Q ( r ( £ u ® W ) d n ( U ) )  = f ( D u rl u ® E ^ u )dii(U). 
Assuming (£ ,77) G V ^ ( D 2 ,E ~ 2), it follows
/  (&/ ® Vu)dfi(U) =  /  {Djj^u ® E jj rju)dii{U).
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F D 2v ® E ^ d n iJ J )  is a positive, self-adjoint operator for which the set
C  .= spanlC |  ƒ * ( &  0  i m m  I ({,</) €  © s ( 0 2, -B-2)
forms a core by Lemma A.I. Since S q S q is self-adjoint and agrees with the self-adjoint 
operator J® Dfj ® E ^ 2 dn(U) on C  we find S q S q =  J® Dfj ®  E ^ 2dn(U).
Assuming th a t (£,??) G V®{D, E ~ l ),
S o i  /  D jj ® E ^ ld¡i{JJ) ) ( /  ( £ u ® m ) d » ( U ) ) = E (  (D u f r  ® E ^ ^ d ^ U )
— J  { E ^ r j u  ®  D u ^ d n i U ) ,
so th a t S'q and S o  ^ ƒ  ® Du ® E ^ 1 d/i(uŸj  agree on a core, cf. Remark 4.1. □
Finally we translate everything back to the level of the GNS-representations H v and H^.  
P rop osition  4.4. Let
D  i = s p a n c (  [  ( L ® ^ U!VU)( U ) d f , (U ) \V e V ( E ) n V ( E - 1 ) , (C ,E V) e V ^ ( D , E ~ 1)
V o ( . JlC(M)
1
and define Vq : r (D  i)  —> by
v o
r( [  (¿ ® ujiUtVU)(u)dfi(u)) ^ r( Í  (t ® u}Duíu¡Eui )(u)dn(u)).
J l C( M)  J l C( M)
I  1
Then Vq is a densely defined, preclosed operator and its closure V 2, is a self-adjoint, strictly 
positive operator satisfying Q r  o o Q ^ 1 =  J j ® ^  Du ®  E ^ ldfi{U). 
Proof. Let C  := spanc |  J® £u ® Vudfi(U) \ (£,,rj) G T>® (Dfj, E ÿ 2) j .  Then C  is a core for
/®  Du ® E ü ldn(U).  Indeed, C  is a core for J® Dfj ® E ^ d n iJ J )  by Lemma A .l, and hence 
this is a core for J® Du ® E ^ d f i ^ J ) .
Now, let T] =  J® r¡udn(U) G H  and £ =  J® £udfi{U) G H  be such tha t
G V ( E )  H V i E - 1), (C,EV) G T ^ { D , E ~ l ).
So rj e  T>(E) and (£[/ ® Eu'r)u)u is square integrable, so th a t J ( l ®  u^UíVu)(U)dfj,(U) G Af^ 
by Lemma 3.5. Similarly, since E ~ 1 r¡ G T>(E) and (DuÇu ® Vu)u is square integrable, J ( l ®  
^ D u i u ^ <M/>- Furthermore, we have the following inclusions:
C Ç Q r (T(D i ) ) C D (  D u ® E ü Ldfi{U))
Vn ./
and for x  G r ( D  1 ) we have,
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v,
( x )  = Q r [ Du  0 E ü Ldfi{U) Q r ( x ) .
Since Q r  is an isometric isomorphism, the claims follow from the fact tha t ƒ  D u ® E u 1 d/j,(U) 
is a self-adjoint, strictly positive operator for which C  is a core. □
P rop osition  4.5 . Let D j 0 be the linear space
spanc 1 1  ( ¿ 0  üj^UíVu)(U)d¡i(U) | £ G V ( D  ), r) G V ( E ) ,  ® E v r]u)u is sq. int.
I J  IC(M)
and define
Jo : T ( D Jo) ^ H r : r ( f  (,. 0 u,(l ,,m ) ( U ) < W U ) )  ^  A ( f  (,. 0
JIC(M) JlC(M)
Then J0 is a densely defined anti-linear isometry, and its closure, denoted by J , is a surjective 
anti-linear isometry satisfying QL o J  o Q“ 1 =  S.
Proof. Let C  :=  spanc {ƒ ®rfjjdii(U) | (£,??) G D ® ^ “ 1, ^ } .  C  is dense in J® Hu ® 
Hudfj,(U), c.f. Remark 4.1.
For r¡ =  J® rjud/i(U) G H  and £ =  J® £udn(U) G H  so tha t £ G V ( D ~ 1), r¡ G T>(E) 
and (£[/ 0 E u rqu)u is square integrable, we find ƒ (¿ 0 u}£u>r¡u)(U)dfj,(U) G A/^ and ƒ (¿ 0
u)D-í£UtEuvu)(U)dii(Uy  G A/^ by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5. So C  C Q ü (r(D j0)), and for x G
r(D jo ), Jo(aj) =  QZ1 ° S o  Q r (x ). Then, since Q l  and Q r  are isomorphisms, the claim follows 
from E being a surjective anti-linear isometry. □
Note tha t the previous proposition is an analogy of the classical situation. Suppose tha t 
G is a locally compact group for which the classical Plancherel theorem [5, Theorem 18.8.1] 
holds. The anti-linear operator ƒ i—> f* acting on L 2 (G) is transformed into the anti-linear 
flip acting on ƒ  K ( ( )  ®K(()dfj ,(()  by the Plancherel transform. Here f*(x) = f ( x  1 )Sg(x *) 
and 8q is the modular function on G.
From Theorem 4.3 and Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 we obtain the following result.
T heorem  4.6 . The polar decomposition of S  is given by S  = JV K
The roles of <p and tfj can be interchanged. Consider the operator:
(4.7) S'Q : H v ->■ H^ p : A(x)  ^  T(x*), x  G A/^ Pi A ^.
This operator is densely defined and preclosed. We denote its closure by S'. The polar 
decomposition of S'  can be expressed in terms of corepresentations in a similar way.
T heorem  4.7. Consider S' : H v —>• H^. Let D'Jo be the linear space 
spanc i f  (¿0 u i u m ){U)*d¡ji{U) | £ G V(D),r]  G V ( E ~ 1), {Du^u 0 rJU)u is sq. int.
I J IC(M)
and define J'Q : A (D 'j )  —>• H^:
A( f (i 0  u>su¡vu){U)*dn{U)) ^  T( Í (¿0  ujDtA uíE- i ){U)dfi{U)).
Jl C( M)  JIC(M)
Then J '0 is densely defined and isometric, and its closure, denoted by J ' , is a surjective anti- 
linear isometry. Let
D'  1 =  span,, (  [  ( i ® ^ u>mj)(U)d^i(U) | £ G V ( D ) n V ( D ~ 1), (D^r j)  G V ® ( D ~ \ É )
V 0 I J l G( M)
(X
and define V 02 : A (D i ) —> H^:
v o
a (  [  (<■ ® u S u w ) ( u ) M u y ) »  A( f  ( I ® u D-i (v,Eum) ( u w ( , u y ) .
JIC(M)  J l C(M)
f — 1 
Then V 02 is a densely defined, preclosed operator and its closure, denoted by , is a self-
adjoint, strictly positive operator.
Moreover, the polar decomposition of S'  is given by S' = J ' V ' z .
We now assume th a t (M, A) is unimodular, so th a t S  =  S' = S^  and Theorem 4.6 give
an explicit expression for the modular operator and modular conjugation. This leads to
the following expression for the modular automorphism group. In this case we write at for 
ip ip 
=  ° t  ■
T heorem  4.8. Suppose that (M, A) is unimodular. Let (£u)u, (vu)u be square integrable 
vector fields. The modular automorphism group at of the Haar vjeight tfj can be expressed as:
(4.8) crt ( I (i 0  uj£Ut'qu)(U')dn(U') J I (i 0  ui]j2zt^u^ 2ztr!u) (U)dfi(U).
\ J l C ( M )  /  JlG(M)
Proof. For rj =  J® rjudfj,(U) G H,  £ =  J® £udfj,(U) G H , such th a t (£t/ <S>rjü)u is a square 
integrable field of vectors and rq G T>(E), we find
(4.9) V rtr  (t 0 uj£UtVu)(U)dii(U)SJ  =  T (l ujD2it^UiE2itvu)(U)dfi(U)^j .
/ ------  \ ----------
Indeed, y ƒ  (Dv  0  E ^ 1 )d/i(U)J (Cu®Wi~) =  ƒ  ( D f f í u  0  Ef j trqu )dn(U) by [15, Theorem 1.10],
so (4.9) follows from Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 4.4. Since at (,n^(x))  =  V lí7r^(x)V _lí, x  G M,
(4.3) implies
(4.10) at ^ ƒ (i 0  uJiUtVu) ( U ) d f i ( U ) ^  =  ^ (¿ 0  uJD¡itiUíE¡itvu)(U)d¡i(U)^ ,
so the theorem follows from the identification of M  with tt^ (M ) ,  in this case.
Now let rj =  J® rqud/i(U) G H  and £ =  /®  £,udjjL(U) G H  be arbitrary. We take sequences of 
square integrable vector fields £ra =  J® £u,ndfJ,(U), rqn =  J® r]u,ndfJ,(U) such th a t (Cu,n®Vu,n)u is 
a square integrable field of vectors, rjn G T>(E) and such th a t £ra converges to £ and rjn converges
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to 7 7 . Then J  (t ® u^UriiVUri)(U)dfj,(U) is u-weakly convergent to J (l ® u}£u>rtu)(U)dfj,(U) and 
hence
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at ( i ® u z UtVu)(U)dfi(U)J  =  j im  o-t ( j  ( . ^ ^ u , n,vu,J(.U) M U )
^  ®  =  ^  (6 0  W D™ £[/ ,EfjU VU) i P )  dfl(U) .
□
We used (4.3) to obtain (4.10). The unimodularity assumption is essential for Theorem 4.8.
C orollary 4.9. Let (M, A) be unirnodular. Let 77 =  J® r)udfi(U) G H,  £ =  J® ^ud/i(U) G H,  
r e R  be such that 77 G V ( E 2r) and £ G V ( D 2r), then:
I  ( i ®  ^ u , m ) ( U ) d fJ' (U ) E V ^ z ) ,
JlG(M)
for all z  in the strip S ( r ) :=  { z  G C | 0 < Irn(z) < r ,  or r < Irn(z) < 0}. In particular, i f  rj 
is analytic for E  and i f  £ is analytic for D, then <S> uj^UtVU)(U)dfj,((J) is analytic for
the one-parameter group at .
Proof. For a  G M*, define
Fa (z) =  a (^ J  ( > ' ® ^ D ^ u,E ^ Vu) ( u )dfJ'(U)>j  =
(a ® i)(U)d/i(U) ( ƒ DudniU)  j  ƒ £ud/i(U),{ E u d ^ U )  j  ƒ rjudii(U)).
Here the last equality follows from [15, Theorem 1.10]. By [17, Lemma VI.2.3], Fa (z) is an 
analytic continuation of a  (<rf (ƒ (i ® u^u>m){U)diiiU)')') to  the strip S'(r) such th a t Fa (z) is 
bounded by a constant C'||a;|| where C  is independent of a . Moreover, Fa (z) is continuous on 
S(r)  and analytic on the interior S(r)°.  Therefore F(z)  =  ƒ  (l ® u}D2iz£UiE2izVu)(U)dfj,(U) is a 
continuation of at (ƒ (l ® u^UtVU)(U)dfj,(U)) to the strip S(r)  such th a t F(z)  is bounded and 
a-weakly continuous on S(r)  and analytic on the interior S(r)°  [14, Result 1.2].
□
We will derive some relations between the weights f/tp- The following lemma occurs 
in [2], the proof being a direct application of the work by Kustermans and Vaes [13].
Lem m a 4.10 ([2, Lemma 1.1.11]). Let (M, A) be a I.e. quantum group (without imposing the 
assumptions at the beginning of this section). I f  Cp is a trace, then (M, A) is unirnodular.
The lemma is symmetric, so th a t the dual statem ent follows: if <p is a trace, then (M, A) 
is unirnodular. We remark th a t the converse of Lemma 4.10 is false, as can be seen from [20, 
Proposition 5.5].
We assume again th a t (M, A) satisfies the assumptions made in the beginning of this section. 
The following proposition does not impose an unimodularity condition on M ,  but rather on 
M.
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P rop osition  4.11. Suppose that (M, Â) is unirnodular and that tp =  ip is a trace. Then 
ip = ip is a trace.
Proof. M  is unirnodular by Lemma 4.10. Looking back at the proof of Theorem 2.2 and using 
the notation there, we see th a t t  =  Trad/n(a), where Tr^ is the canonical trace on K a. 
Moreover, (f> =  t D - 2 =  Tra D- 2d/n(a), where Tra D - 2  is defined as in [19, Definition 1.5].
Theorem 2.1 was obtained by setting <p =  <pu, so th a t <p =  Cp is tracial. Since B ( K a) has a 
unique n.s.f. trace up to a positive constant, we must have D a = dalK„ for da G R + almost 
everywhere. By replacing ¡i(a) by d~2 fi(a) if necessary, we may assume th a t D a = l Ka.
The operators D  and E  are uniquely determined by Cp =  t D - 2 and rtp =  t E- 2 . So the 
unimodularity implies D  =  E.  From Proposition 4.4, Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.7, we see 
th a t V =  1 and V ' =  1. Then by (4.4) it follows th a t a f  is trivial, so th a t <p is tracial. □
Since we assume (M, A) to be a locally compact quantum  group with M  a type I von Neu­
mann algebra and the C*-algebra M u separable, the previous proposition is not a symmetric 
statem ent. Nevertheless, we find the following consequence of Theorem 4.8.
P rop osition  4.12. (M, A) is unirnodular and has tracial Haar weights i f  and only i f  (M,  A) 
is unirnodular and has tracial Haar weights.
Proof. It remains to prove the trace property of (p in the implication =>, since the other 
implications follow from Lemma 4.10 and Proposition 4.11. So, suppose th a t <p = ip is a trace. 
Then at is trivial, so th a t by Theorem 4.8 for rj =  J® r]udfj,(U) G H  and £ =  /®  ÇudfJ>(U) G H ,
I (i ® ) (U^dfi (U') I  ® ^^rju  ’)(JJ')d[l(U') , Vi G R.
Assume furthermore tha t rj G T>(E) and (£{/ ® Ejjr¡u)u is a square integrable field of vectors, 
we find th a t for r¡ =  J® r)ud/i(U) G H  and £' =  J® £ud/i(U) G H  such th a t r¡ G V ( E 2) and 
(Cu ® Ejj'q'^u is a square integrable field of vectors:
ƒ  (rtu,EZrh){£u,£u)dfi(U) = ip (1 ® ujÍUyVU)(U)d (^U) j^ ƒ  {i®^,rfü){U)d¡i{U)Sj  =
i ’ yy j  {i ®UD™tu,E$tvu){u)dn{u)J J  {i®ut'u,rfu){u)dn{u)J = 
ƒ  ( E F n u t E M i & t D f f & d n i U ) .
Since for such elements r)', the vectors J® ® Eur)'udji(U) are dense in J® Hu®Hudfi (U) ,  
we have Du ® E v  1 =  1H almost everywhere, so th a t both  Du  and E v  are multiples 
of 1 Hu- Since in the proof of Theorem 2.2 (applied to M u), D ~ 2 =  f® D ~ 2 dfi(a) is the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of Cp with respect to t and it is affiliated with the center of M , Cp 
is tracial. □
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5. E x a m p l e
Using the theory of square integrable corepresentions, Desmedt [2] determined the operators 
Du  and Eu  for the corepresentions th a t appear as discrete mass points of the Plancherel 
measure, see also Remark 2.5. In particular, his theory applies to compact quantum  groups, 
for which every corepresentation is square integrable. As a non-compact example, Desmedt 
was able to determine the operators Du  for the discrete series corepresentations of the quantum 
group analogue of the normalizer of SU(  1,1) in S L ( 2,C),  which we denote by (M, A) from 
now on, see [9] and [6]. Having the theory of Sections 3 and 4 at hand we determine the 
operators Du  and Eu  for the principal series corepresentations of (M, A).
We refer to [9] and [6] for the relevant properties of (M, A) and use the same notational 
conventions. In [6 , Theorem 5.7] a decomposition of the multiplicative unitary in terms of 
irreducible corepresentations is given:
Here (Td( l^P) is the discrete spectrum  of the Casimir operator [6 , Definition 4.5, Theorem
4.6] restricted to the subspace given in [6 , Theorem 5.7]. Wp>x is a corepresention th a t is 
a direct sum of at most 4 irreducible corepresentations [6 , Propositions 5.3 and 5.4], An 
orthonormal basis for the corepresentation Hilbert space C PtX of Wp>x is given the vectors 
el^ lt(p,x ),£,ri G { —, + } , m  G Z. The corepresentations WPtX,p  G ( f , i G  cr(Qp) are called the 
discrete series corepresentations and the corepresentations WPtX,p  G qz , x  G [—1,1] are called 
the principal series corepresentations. We denote Dpx and EPtX for D Wpx and E Wpx. The 
operators Dp x have been computed by Desmedt [2] for the discrete series. Hence we focus 
on the principal series. In Appendix A we verify th a t (M, A) satisfies the conditions of the 
Plancherel theorem, so th a t the theory of Sections 3 and 4 applies. Furthermore, (M, A) is 
unimodular [9]. We denote the modular automorphism group of the Haar weight by at .
By [6 , Lemmas 10.9] the action of the m atrix elements in the GNS-space can be calculated
explicitly:
C(rj£x; ml, e ' , rj'; ee'\po\p 1q1 s —m —m!
Fix p  G qz . Let e, r¡, m, e', r f , ml be //-measurable functions of x  G [—1,1], thus e =  e(x), r¡ = 
r)(x),. . . .  Let ƒ, f ' be //-square integrable complex functions on [—1,1], Then f ( x ) e £r^  =  
f (x )e f^ l(p,x)  and f { x ) e £rr¡ ] =  f >{x)e£ml] (p,x) are //-square integrable fields of vectors. Since
the modular automorphism group at is implemented by 7 * 7  [9, Section 4], Theorem 4.8 yields
(^J ^  f(^)Dl%esr;P J'(x)E^xesy ' ^  d^(x)^j fmo,po,to
^  ®  UJf(x)e‘^ v J'(x)es' ( W PtX) fmo,po,to
^  = \"i\2%t ^  Uf(x)e™,f ' (xyy '^ (Wp’X  ^d^(x)^j |7 | 2%tfmo,po,to
2 \ ^  r
^0 ' ‘ ƒ (x) f , (x)C(r]ex; m', e1, 7/ ;  ££l\p0 \p~1 q~m~m' ,Po, m  — m')
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,r2,r — 2n —2m—2m! , iPoP Q /  J[-1,1]
x  fisgn(pa).m' /m o —
= ( p V " '+ 2”' ' ) “  f  ( i s »  , w ) { W „ )
J [ _ l  1] J \ ) m )J \ ) m/
Define A and 5  as the unbounded self-adjoint operators on ^ £ p>xd/i(x) determined by 
A  = f ® 1 A]APtXd/ii(x), A PtXe ^ ( p , x )  = p 2q2me ^ ( p , x ) .  B  =  /® M] B p>xd/i(x), B PtXe£^ ( p , x )  =
q~2mc ^ ( p , x ) .  So (5.2) yields 
(5.3)
ƒ  ( L 0  U f ( x ) D f X e ^ J ' ( x ) E f y y ^  ( W P ^  d f I ^  =  ƒ  0  U f ( x ) A « xe™ , f>(x)B«xe ^  ( W P.*) >
where the integrals are taken over [—1,1], For bounded operators F  =  ^ FPtXd/i(x), G =
J[-iA]Gp,xdfj,(x) on J®hl]CPtXdfjL(x), the map £ p,xdjj,(x))  ® £ p,xdjj,(x))  ->■ M
given by
v ® w =  /  vxd/i(x)(g) /  wxd/i(x) ^  /  ( ¿ 0  u FpxVxtGpxWx) (WPyX)d/i(x)
J[-1,1] J[—1,1] J[—1,1]
is norm-u-weakly continuous since | Jj_1 ^ a 0 ^ )Wl(WrP)X)dju(a:)| <  ||ct|| ||F || ||G ||\\v\ \ |MI, a  G 
M*. Therefore, for v =  ^ vxdfi(x), w  =  ƒ^  ^ wxdfi{x) G ^ £ PtXdfj,(x), using [4, II .1.6, 
Proposition 7] and (5.3),
(5.4) I ( ¿ 0  U ] j 2it^Vx^ 2u W x ) { W Ptx )  dfi(x) I  ( ¿ 0  x v x , B ÿ x w x ) ( ^ p , x )  dfi(x).
J[-1,1] p’ p’ 7[-i,i]
For v =  ^ vxdfj,(x),w =  ^ wxd/i(x) G ^ £ p>xdfj,(x), with (wc^ essentially bounded, 
w E V  ^ EPtXd/i(xŸj , Theorem 3.6 implies th a t /j_1 ^ (i 0 uo]j2u VxtE2uWx) (WPtX) d/i(x) G 
A/V By (5.4) and Theorem 3.7, B l*xwx G V ( E p>x) almost everywhere in the support of (vx)x . 
Theorem 3.6 implies th a t for v' =  ^ vxdfj,(x),w' =  ^ w'xdjjL{x) G ^ £ PtXdfj,(x) such
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th a t w' G V  ^ ^  EptXdfj,(xŸj and (vx ® E PiXw'x)x is square integrable,
/  ( K x wx, E 2 w'x)  [v'x , A l xvx)d¡j(x)
^  V V J ^  ®  iiJ^ ipt,xvx,B 'lptx wx ) ( ^ V p , x ) d n ( x )  j  j  (¿ ®  i*Jv'x ,w'x ) ( W Píx ) d ¡ J , ( x )
^  ^  0  ^ D ^ v x , E ^ w x )  ( y V p , x ) d f l ( x ^ j  j  ( ¿  ®  COvx ,wx )  ( y V p , x ) d f l ( x ^ j
'[-1,1] /  ^[-1,1]
(E wx , E  wx) (vx , D vx)dn(x) .
EPtX is strictly positive by the Plancherel theorem. The elements Jj_1 ^ vx ® Ep xwxdii(x) are
dense in /® M] CPiXdfi(x)<S>J®ltl] CPtXdfi(x), so /® M] D™®E™ dn(x)  = /® M] A * x® B * xdn(x).
____ 1 ____1
By Stone’s theorem and [15, Theorem 1.10] Jj_1 ^ DPyX ® Ep>xdfj,(x) = J^_1 ^ Ap>x ® BPtX2 dfi(x).
Hence we see th a t there is a positive function c(p, x ) , such tha t
DP,xe£m = Pqmc(p,x)e£mv,
EP,xe£mv = q~mc{p,x)e£^ .
The function c(p ,x ) depends on the choice of the Plancherel measure fi, see [2, Theorem 
3.4.1, property 6]. Desmedt [2, §3.5] obtains a similar result using summations for basic 
hypergeometric series, a m ethod different from the one presented here. Note th a t this method 
also applies to discrete series corepresentations.
A p p e n d i x  A. A p p e n d i x
D irect integrals. For the theory of direct integrals of bounded operators we refer to [4], We 
use Lance’s definition of direct integrals [15].
Lem m a A .I . Let (X ,f i )  be a standard measure space. Let (Hp)p and (Kp)p be measur­
able fields of Hilbert spaces. Let (Ap)p and (Bp)p be measurable fields of closed operators on 
(Hp)p and (K p)p respectively. Let (e™)p,n  G N be a fundamental sequence for (Ap)p and let 
(f p )p,n  G N be a fundamental sequence for (Bp)p. Set A  = J® A pdfj,(p), B  = J ® B pd/i(p), 
H  = J® Hpdn{jp) and K  = f® K pdnijp).
(a) (Ap ® Bp)p is a measurable field of closed operators.
(b) The countable set
f l = { ( i 0 / pm ) p | n , m e N } ,
is a fundamental sequence for (Ap ® B p)p.
(c) The set
t  i  r  e  ^  J  ( \ \ >^ =  $ x  e  'D(A),ri =  /®  r]pdfi{p) G V(B ) ,
T  = spanc i 0  V p d M  \ } e , ; ^  C, , \ ^  r® t a n  C  /
[ J x  Jx  (€p 0  Vp)dfi(p) e  V (J  (Ap 0  Bp)dfi(p))
is a core for I x ( A p ® Bp)dfj,(p).
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Proof. We first prove (a) and (b). By [4, II.1.8, Proposition 10], for (£p)p, (rjp)p measurable 
fields of vectors, there is a unique measurable structure so th a t (£P® ??P)P is a measurable field 
of vectors. We check (1) - (3) of [15, Remark 1.5, (1) - (3)].
(1 ) ( ep ® /™)p is a /¿-measurable field of vectors and e™ ® ƒ ™ G V ( A P ® B p) for all p. The 
function
p ^  ((Ap ® B p)(e;  ® f P P, ( e f  ® f ? ' ) p) = (Apenp , e; '){Bpf™ ƒ” '),
is //-measurable, so (2) follows. For (3) fix a p E X .  By definition {e™ n G N} is a core 
for Ap and {ƒ" n G N} is a core for B p. Then it follows from [7, Lemma 11.2.29] th a t 
spanc {e™ ® f™ \ n, m  G N} is a core for Ap ® B p, so tha t R  is to tal in V ( A P ® B p) with 
respect to the graph norm. In all, we have proved (a) and (b).
Using [4, II .1.3, Remarque 1], we may assume tha t (e™)p (resp. ( f p )p ) satisfies p  i—> ||(ep)p|| 
(resp. p  i y ||(/^)p ||) is bounded and vanishes outside a set of finite measure. Let
a t  =  (« « « ( i .  ik-4»«5 *>)(<? ® o  ii. ii-v ;:ii. n. i i ^ / r i o r 1 •
so \ p ,m is measurable and 0 <  A™’"1 <  1. Using the assumption A™’"1^ ™ ® f™) G T.  Moreover, 
p  ^  ||A 0  f ™ ) \ \ 2GTapHAp®Bp) is bounded. Let 5  =  {(A™’m(e™ ® f ™ ) ) p n , m G N } C T .  
Now define
M  =  |^J rrifS, 
f&c
where C is the set of bounded measurable scalar-valued functions vanishing outside a set of 
finite measure and rrif is multiplication by ƒ. Then M  C T  C T>(f®(Ap ® Bp)dfj,(p)) and by 
[4, II. 1.6, Proposition 7], M  is to tal in T>(f®(Ap ® B p)dfj,(p)) equipped with the graph norm. 
Hence T  is a core for /^(^4P 0  B p)dfj,(p). □
T he quantum  group analogue o f th e  norm alizer o f SU(  1,1) in S L ( 2,C).  (M, A)
denotes the quantum  group analogue of the normalizer of SU(  1,1) in S L ( 2,C).  We use the 
same notation as in [9] and [6]. The Casimir operator Q is defined in [6 , Definition 4.5]. cr(Q) 
and <T(i(il) denote the spectrum and the discrete spectrum of Q respectively.
P rop osition  A .2. Let x  G [—1,1] and x ' G <7diP), so in particular x  ^  x ' . Then the 
irreducible summands of Wp>x are all inequivalent from Wp>xt .
Proof. This follows from [6], since the eigenvalues of Q when restricted to W'v x are contained 
in E \ [ —1 , 1], whereas for WPyX the eigenvalues of Q are in [—1 , 1],
□
The next propositions show th a t (M, A) satisfies the conditions of the Plancherel theorem, 
cf. Remark 2.4.
P rop osition  A .3. M  is a type I  von Neumann algebra.
Proof. We start with some preliminary remarks. The projections in M '  correspond to the 
invariant subspaces of W  and the minimal projections in M '  correspond to the irreducible 
subspaces of W . The partial isometries in M '  correspond to intertwiners of closed sub corep­
resentations of W .
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Let P  E M '  be the projection on © p€gz ƒ  ®: ^ CPtX. There are no intertwiners between
/*t \ i-0closed subcorepresentations of © p€gz j [_ n ]W PtXdx  and © p€gz Jx€ad(n) WPtX, see Proposition
A. 2. Therefore, P  commutes with every partial isometry in M '  so th a t P  is central. We have 
M 1 =  P M ' P  © (1 — P)M '(  1 — P ). The von Neumann algebra (1 — P )M '(  1 — P ) is of type I 
since the direct sum decomposition 0 p€gz i x&ad(n) WPtX together with the preliminary remarks 
yield th a t every projection majorizes a minimal projection.
Now we prove th a t P M 1 P  is a type I von Neumann algebra. Define the Hilbert spaces
=  I ^"P’x I ®  I ^ V ~ x ) ’ X ^  (0, 1); A ) =  ® p£qi £p,0-
rZ\ p £ q L  /  \ P & q
Then,
/*©
(A .l) P K =  /  Cxdx,
J [  0 , 1]
and we let Z  denote the diagonizable operators with respect to this direct integral decompo­
sition.
We claim th a t Z  C M '  C Z ' . For the former inclusion, note th a t the stepfunctions in Z  
are linear combinations of projections onto invariant subspaces for M.  By the preliminary 
remarks we find Z  C M ' . To prove th a t M '  C Z ' , note th a t by [6 , Corollary 4.11], M'  
is the (7-strong-* closure of the linear span of elements JQ (p i ,p 2 ,n )J ,  Pi,P2 E qz , n E Z. 
The operators Q (pi ,p 2 , n) are decomposable with respect to  the direct integral decomposition 
(A .l) as was proved in [6]; combine [6 , Proposition 10.5] together with the direct integral 
decomposition [6 , Theorem 5.7] and the definition of Q (pi ,p 2 , n) [6 , Equation (20)]. We prove 
th a t J  is a decomposable operator with respect to (A .l). It suffices to show th a t J  C Z '  [4, 
Theorem II.2.1],
Let B  C [0,1] be a Borel set and let Pb E Z  be the operator Pb =  Jj®^ XB(x) lcxdx, where 
X b  is the indicator function on B. PB is a projection and we have
X b u - b (^ )J C =  X b u - b ( ^ )  ®  lC(p,m,6 ,ri)
(A.2) ©  ( ©  /  Cdx  0  ©  /  Cdx
p \ m , ^ = l J x & B j - B  m ,eV= - l  J - x & B U - B  y
r® r® r®
© ©  .  Cdx  =  / £p,xdx  =  / Cxdx = Pb JC,
p mer] ^ x&BLI—B p JxeBU—B J x£B
where the second equation uses [15, Theorem 1.10] and the fact th a t there is a direct integral 
decomposition fC{p,m,e,rj) = f ^ ^ C d x  such th a t XB(^l)fc-(p,m,£,v) =  f ^ x e B ^ x ,  see [6 , 
Theorem 8.13]. O ther equations are a m atter of changing the order and combining direct 
integrals.
Note tha t leaves the spaces /C+ and K~ invariant. Let P + and P~  be the projections 
onto respectively /C+ and K ~ . Write, again using the notation of [6]
Q -  (  Q+ 0 ^ Q -  f  n °+ 0 
^  0 Q -  )  ’ 0 “  V 0 ÜÔ
where i l1*1 =  Q P ^1 and =  f loP± . Note tha t i l1*1 is a self-adjoint extension of i l j .  By [6 , 
Equation (11)] we see th a t J  leaves the spaces /C+ and K~ invariant. We claim that
(A.3) J|/c+£!+ J\k.+ =  J\k -Q  J \k~ =  —^  •
By [6 , Equations (11) and (19)] we find th a t JQq J f m,P,t = sgn(pt)Qofm,P,t, so th a t JQ q J  =  
and JQ q J  = — Qq • Hence JQ+J  D i l j ,  and J Q ~ J  D —Hq . Let x  G M ' , and write:
J x J  =  y+ ® y- ,  y+ = (  ° + )  e M+ , y -  = f  » ' j e  M_,
where the decomposition is as in [6 , Proposition 4.8]. By th a t same proposition, we find th a t 
Ç  — Q ~yï ,  y 2 fl~ Ç — ^ +y2 , U i ^ + ^  ^ +Ui and y 2 ^l~ This implies the
inclusion in the following computation:
xJ ( 0 + V  ) J = JJxJ ( 0+ -n- ) J
/: r f  ° V ? + *»'V ? + ° „ _  I J C
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o y 2 J  y  o —n  J  \  Vi o /  V o —n
So J i l + J  © —J Q ~ J  is a self-adjoint operator affiliated to M  extending Q0- So [6, Theorem
4.6] implies th a t (^J\ic+fl+J\k.+ © which results in (A.3).
To prove th a t J  C Z ' , it suffices to prove th a t for all Borel sets B  C  [0,1], J P b J  =  Pb - 
Indeed we have
J P b J  =  J xbu- b (Q)J  =  J\k.+ Xbu- b (Q+)J\k.+ © J \k. -Xbu- b (Q~)J\k.-
=  X b u - b ( ^ + ) © X b u - b ( ^ ~ )  =  X b u - b (Q) =  P b -
The first and last equality are due to (A.2); the th ird  equality is due to (A.3). In all, we have 
proved th a t Z  C  M  C  Z ' .
Let W x =  W p_^j  for x  G (0,1] and W q =  © p€gz WPto- The
operators Q(pi ,p2, n ) form a countable family th a t generates M  [6 , Proposition 4.9]. We 
apply [4, Theorem II.3.2] and its subsequent remark, together with [4, Theorem II.3.1] to 
conclude th a t
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where M x is generated by {(a; ® l)(Wx) \ oj G M*} almost everywhere. The projections in M x 
correspond to irreducible subspaces of W x. Since W x decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible 
corepresentations [6 , Proposition 5.4], every projection in M x majorizes a minimal projection. 
We find th a t M x is type I and by [7, Theorem 14.1.21], [16, Corollary V.2.24] and (A.4) we 
conclude th a t P M P  is type I . □
P ro p o s it io n  A .4. M c is separable.
Proof. Note th a t if u n G M* is sequence th a t converges in norm to w G M*, then ||A(u;n) — 
A(co’)|| <  \\ujn — oj|| so tha t A(u;ra) converges in norm to A(u;). Since the norm on M c is the 
operator norm on the GNS-space and M c is the C*-algebra obtained as the closure of {A(u;) | 
oj G M*}. It suffices to check tha t M* is separable. The Q-linear span of {wfm v t fm v t \ 
rrii G Z ,Pi,ti G Iq,i  =  0,1} is weakly dense, hence norm dense in M*. □
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